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Success Criteria: 
● I can use a capital letter at the start of a 

sentence
● I can use a capital letter for a proper noun

Learning Intention: To understand when to use a 

capital letter in my writing

Monday- Capital Letters
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Task a  
Activity- Grammar

4
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Rewrite the following sentences from both slides in your book or on a google 

document. Remember sentences need to start with a capital letter. There 

may be some other words that need a capital letter, too, such as proper 

nouns (a noun that names a particular person, place or thing)

Upload your work to Google Classroom.

1. the sun set slowly as I walked away

2. i can see a mouse in there

3. we will go to the park

4. tom and i will play with sally

5. i will draw a picture of a clown

6. we will go to the movies on saturday

Activity- Grammar
Task a
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Rewrite these sentences in your book or on a google document. 

Remember sentences need to start with a capital letter. Keep an eye out 

for any proper nouns! They will need a capital letter, too. 

Upload your work to Google Classroom.

1. we are going to the city on sunday with sally

2. my family went to london and rome for a holiday

3. i think either italy or france will win the world cup

Activity- Grammar

Task a
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Now it’s your turn. Put the following words into sentences. Remember sentences 

need to start with a capital letter. There may be some other words that need a 

capital letter too, such as proper nouns.  Upload your work to Google 

Classroom.

animal            pet              teacher              outside

inside              school

Activity- Grammar

Task a
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Task b- Information Report

Watch the clip below about Tasmanian Devils. What interesting facts did you find 
out?

Brainstorm your ideas in your work book.   

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=kL0t3fZy9r0&t=2s

8

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=kL0t3fZy9r0&t=2s
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Task C
Independent Reading

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs
 Read a book from your PM Readers

Read to self or to an adult. Try reading aloud and using expression.
Write in your book-
Title-
Author-
Who were the characters in the book?
What happened?
What was the most interesting part?

9
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Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

Check your work

Check you have completed all these tasks
o Task a - Grammar- 2 activities
o Task b – Information Report clip and activity
o Task c – Independent Reading 

● Reading Eggs
● PM Readers

Reflection

What is something new that I have learned today in English?
           

 

10
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Brain Break 

Play a game of scissors paper rock 
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Chance

Mathematics 
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Warm Up: What is the number before and after the 
following numbers?

Challenge: Can you think of the numbers before and after 
the four digit numbers? 

13

18       56         24       39      2          54       67      77    99

60       32         71        10     88        90       21       12    34

457     102       127       543      657     452    777    231  

536     118        324       576      999     874    234    972

Challenge
1234    4732      5647       2378     4267      9864       7536    

6543    9773      6754       7853     9876      6534       3333

7953    8789      2999       3452      4536           

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-1/targeted-teaching/staircase-pattern#h.p_HtpixwHOA8Zg
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14

Please watch the following video. 

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-1/targeted-teaching/staircase-pattern#h.p_HtpixwHOA8Zg
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zrThnyvHOA5uLQTQbcEnEQl6o7DlMA7s/preview
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Chance - What is Chance?    

15

Brainstorm everything you know about chance. Record your thinking and 

upload your thinking onto Google Classroom. 

Chance 

Likely 
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Chance     

16

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  
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Chance - What is Chance?    

17

Chance is how likely something is to happen. View the following 
video by clicking on the link below.    
  

https://video.link/w/NLf5c 

https://video.link/w/NLf5c
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The Language of Chance    

18

There are different words we can use to describe the chance of 
something happening
  
If something will definitely happen, we say it is certain. 

If something might happen, we say it is uncertain. 

If something definitely can’t happen, we say it is impossible. 

Certain and impossible are the opposites of each other. There are 
lots of possibilities in between.
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The Language of Chance     

19
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The Language of Chance     

20

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance pigs will fly?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

21

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance you will go to school on Christmas 
day?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

22

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance you will be one year older next 
year?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

23

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance you will read a story tonight?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

24

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance your teacher will swim the whole 
way around the world?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

25

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance it will rain next week?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

26

Choose the best multiple choice answer to answer this question. 

What is the chance a rhinoceros will climb a tree?

A. It will happen (certain)

B. It might happen  (uncertain)

C. It won’t happen  (impossible)
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The Language of Chance     

27

Using your knowledge of chance and think of something for the 
following questions. Write your answers on the Google Doc.

At home today, what is something you … 

are certain will happen? are uncertain will happen? think is impossible to 

happen?
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Reflection      

28

What was something that was new that you learnt today? 
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Mathletics    

29

Complete an activity on Mathletics 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
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PE 
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Follow the link below to watch the episode and join in the striking fun 

with Sam and Victor.

GetActive@Home-Episode 

Forehand and backhand strike  

 

31

https://vimeo.com/434549634
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Forehand and backhand strike challenges

32
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Brain Break 

Draw a funny croissant 
Use the link below to get started 

https://video.link/w/uvg5c 

https://video.link/w/uvg5c
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Science
Monday



LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

Sound is made by objects shaking, or 
vibrating. If some vibrates a little, it will 
make a quiet sound. If something vibrates 
a lot, then it will be louder.

Some sounds are so loud they hurt our 
ears. Some sounds are so soft we can 
hardly hear them.

Tapping your 
finger gently on 
the table will 
make a soft 
sound

Knocking hard 
with your hand 
on the table will 
make a loud 
sound 



We are going to play a game of Sort the Sounds, where we guess what sounds are the softest to the loudest. You can think 

of each sound, or find the sounds, and order them in your workbook.

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

If you would like to play 
this game online, go to 
http://inq.co/class/29xf and 
put in the code 2745

https://assets-app2.inquisitive.com/Turn%20the%20Sound%20Up?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJmaWxlbmFtZSI6IlR1cm4gdGhlIFNvdW5kIFVwIiwiZmlsZUtleSI6IklyZkNDU0hiY2lIYW5vcEdac0pxRGJoSWV5dkp6a1FwLnBkZiIsInVzZXJJZCI6NDE5MDIsImFzc2V0VHlwZSI6IndvcmtzaGVldCIsImludGVybmFsSWQiOjYwNjAsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdElkIjo2MzEsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdFR5cGUiOiJsZXNzb24iLCJpYXQiOjE2Mjg2ODA5NDV9.ezp4Hv0i9xUuUF2nGh-Y0kISwSNyZDi1rLpblF6Gff8#page=3
http://inq.co/class/29xf


We measure how loud or soft a sound is by its volume. Often we can control the 

volume. 

Can you think of where you have seen or heard the word volume before? Look at 

the pictures for clues

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?



LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

You can find volume on 
most electronic items that 
can make sound. You can 
control the sound by using a 
remote control, buttons, 
touchscreens or turning 
knobs.

What do these symbols mean?



Experiment!

You will need:

- A plastic bottle or a few plastic bottles

- Dry pasta

- Rice

- Water 

- Oats/ similar texture

- A camera to record a video

If you have one bottle, fill it with each item, and shake it. Record its sound, and then change to the next 

item. If you have many bottles, fill each bottle with one item, and then compare their sounds. 

Can you order the bottles/sounds from the softest to the loudest? 

You can either take a photo or video of the experiment, or write your observations in your workbook.

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?
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Tuesday Week 6 – Stage 1
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English



Success Criteria: 

● I can give an example of a different word that has the same meaning

● I can identify interesting words

● I can use interesting words to improve my writing

Learning Intention: To understand that a synonym means a word that has the 

same or similar meaning.   

Synonyms



Task a  
Vocabulary



Task a  
Vocabulary
Using the words below, can you think of some more words that have the same meaning 

(synonyms). Write these words into your workbook.



Information Report  

Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand the 

topic



Task b- Writing 
Information Report
Watch the link below about Tasmanian Devils. Watch carefully as you will be using 

this information to complete the activity. You can take notes as you watch.

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=ZpFtRT1hPrs

46

     

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=ZpFtRT1hPrs


Task b- Writing 
Information Report 
After watching the clip on Tasmanian Devils. Can you find the following information about 
this animal?

What animal group does a Tasmanian Devil belong to?(Classification)

Where in Australia do Tasmanian Devils live? (Habitat)

Describe their home.

What do Tasmanian Devils eat? (Diet)

What do they look like? (Appearance)

Who are their predators? (Who hunts them)

An interesting fact.

Draw a picture of a Tasmanian Devil

Upload your work to Google Classroom

47

     



Task c
Reading Response 

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs

Read a book on PM Readers

48



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Grammar

b) Writing- Information Report video and activity

c) Reading Eggs

d) PM Reader

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection

Can I give an example of a synonym?

What is an interesting fact that I learned about Tasmanian Devils?
49
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Brain Break 

All about me 
Create and build a name out of materials that 
represent you!
Examples of how you can create your name:
Use lego or boxes if you love to build. Use a football, 
soccer ball, basketball, cricket bat if your favourite 
sport is one of those. Use crayons or paint if you love 
to be artistic. 
The possibilities are endless! Have fun with this 
project.

An example is on the next slide.
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Brain Break 

All about me 
Example 

You can upload a 
photo onto Google 
Classroom once your 
creation is complete  
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Chance

Student resources

Mathematics



Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

53

Thomas loves birds. He has a large bird aviary at his 
house. Thomas has 7 blue birds, 3 red birds, 2 white 
birds and 1 peacock. How many birds does Thomas 
have in his aviary?



Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

54

Jill and Lachlan collect trading cards. Jill has 
12 trading cards. Lachlan has 34 trading cards. 
How many more trading cards does Lachlan 
have than Jill?



Warm Up: Problem solving - Challenge  
Solve the following word problems

55

There were 41 birds in a tree. Some birds flew 
away. Now, there are 29 birds in the tree. How 
many birds flew away?



Chance    

56

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  

  



Chance     

57

View the following video to find out more about chance. Click on the link 
below. 

  
https://video.link/w/rug5c 

https://video.link/w/rug5c


Chance     

58

Finding the possibility of an event.  

Watch the following video and follow along with the activities that are included 
in the clip.

https://video.link/w/8Xj5
c 

https://video.link/w/8Xj5c
https://video.link/w/8Xj5c


Chance     
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Read the following questions and decide what the likelihood of 
the event could be by choosing the correct word to describe the 
chance of each occurring.

Please upload your answers onto the Google Doc. 
  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose an orange triangle from the 
jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Unlikely 



Chance     

61

Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a red circle from the jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 
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Science
Monday



LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

Sound is made by objects shaking, or 
vibrating. If some vibrates a little, it will 
make a quiet sound. If something vibrates 
a lot, then it will be louder.

Some sounds are so loud they hurt our 
ears. Some sounds are so soft we can 
hardly hear them.

Tapping your 
finger gently on 
the table will 
make a soft 
sound

Knocking hard 
with your hand 
on the table will 
make a loud 
sound 



We are going to play a game of Sort the Sounds, where we guess what sounds are the softest to the loudest. You can think 

of each sound, or find the sounds, and order them in your workbook.

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

If you would like to play 
this game online, go to 
http://inq.co/class/29xf and 
put in the code 2745

https://assets-app2.inquisitive.com/Turn%20the%20Sound%20Up?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJmaWxlbmFtZSI6IlR1cm4gdGhlIFNvdW5kIFVwIiwiZmlsZUtleSI6IklyZkNDU0hiY2lIYW5vcEdac0pxRGJoSWV5dkp6a1FwLnBkZiIsInVzZXJJZCI6NDE5MDIsImFzc2V0VHlwZSI6IndvcmtzaGVldCIsImludGVybmFsSWQiOjYwNjAsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdElkIjo2MzEsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdFR5cGUiOiJsZXNzb24iLCJpYXQiOjE2Mjg2ODA5NDV9.ezp4Hv0i9xUuUF2nGh-Y0kISwSNyZDi1rLpblF6Gff8#page=3
http://inq.co/class/29xf


We measure how loud or soft a sound is by its volume. Often we can control the 

volume. 

Can you think of where you have seen or heard the word volume before? Look at 

the pictures for clues

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?



LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?

You can find volume on 
most electronic items that 
can make sound. You can 
control the sound by using a 
remote control, buttons, 
touchscreens or turning 
knobs.

What do these symbols mean?



Experiment!

You will need:

- A plastic bottle or a few plastic bottles

- Dry pasta

- Rice

- Water 

- Oats/ similar texture

- A camera to record a video

If you have one bottle, fill it with each item, and shake it. Record its sound, and then change to the next 

item. If you have many bottles, fill each bottle with one item, and then compare their sounds. 

Can you order the bottles/sounds from the softest to the loudest? 

You can either take a photo or video of the experiment, or write your observations in your workbook.

LOUD or soft?

How do we measure sound?
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English



Success Criteria: 

● I can give an example of a different word that has the same meaning

● I can identify interesting words

● I can use interesting words to improve my writing

Learning Intention: To understand that a synonym means a word that has the 

same or similar meaning.   

Synonyms



Task a  
Vocabulary



Task a  
Vocabulary
Using the words below, can you think of some more words that have the same meaning 

(synonyms). Write these words into your workbook.



Information Report  

Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand the 

topic



Task b- Writing 
Information Report
Watch the link below about Tasmanian Devils. Watch carefully as you will be using 

this information to complete the activity. You can take notes as you watch.

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=ZpFtRT1hPrs

74

     

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=ZpFtRT1hPrs


Task b- Writing 
Information Report 
After watching the clip on Tasmanian Devils. Can you find the following information about 
this animal?

What animal group does a Tasmanian Devil belong to?(Classification)

Where in Australia do Tasmanian Devils live? (Habitat)

Describe their home.

What do Tasmanian Devils eat? (Diet)

What do they look like? (Appearance)

Who are their predators? (Who hunts them)

An interesting fact.

Draw a picture of a Tasmanian Devil

Upload your work to Google Classroom

75

     



Task c
Reading Response 

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs

Read a book on PM Readers

76



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Grammar

b) Writing- Information Report video and activity

c) Reading Eggs

d) PM Reader

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection

Can I give an example of a synonym?

What is an interesting fact that I learned about Tasmanian Devils?
77
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Brain Break 

All about me 
Create and build a name out of materials that 
represent you!
Examples of how you can create your name:
Use lego or boxes if you love to build. Use a football, 
soccer ball, basketball, cricket bat if your favourite 
sport is one of those. Use crayons or paint if you love 
to be artistic. 
The possibilities are endless! Have fun with this 
project.

An example is on the next slide.
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Brain Break 

All about me 
Example 

You can upload a 
photo onto Google 
Classroom once your 
creation is complete  
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Mathematics



Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

81

Thomas loves birds. He has a large bird aviary at his 
house. Thomas has 7 blue birds, 3 red birds, 2 white 
birds and 1 peacock. How many birds does Thomas 
have in his aviary?



Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

82

Jill and Lachlan collect trading cards. Jill has 
12 trading cards. Lachlan has 34 trading cards. 
How many more trading cards does Lachlan 
have than Jill?



Warm Up: Problem solving - Challenge  
Solve the following word problems

83

There were 41 birds in a tree. Some birds flew 
away. Now, there are 29 birds in the tree. How 
many birds flew away?



Chance    

84

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  

  



Chance     
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View the following video to find out more about chance. Click on the link 
below. 

  
https://video.link/w/rug5c 

https://video.link/w/rug5c


Chance     
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Finding the possibility of an event.  

Watch the following video and follow along with the activities that are included 
in the clip.

https://video.link/w/8Xj5
c 

https://video.link/w/8Xj5c
https://video.link/w/8Xj5c


Chance     
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Read the following questions and decide what the likelihood of 
the event could be by choosing the correct word to describe the 
chance of each occurring.

Please upload your answers onto the Google Doc. 
  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose an orange triangle from the 
jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Unlikely 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a red circle from the jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     

90

Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a purple rectangle from the 
jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a circle from the jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a circle from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a green square from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Impossible  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose an orange circle from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Impossible  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a green square from the jar?

Likely 

Certain   

Impossible  



Reflection      

96

Think of one thing that might happen today?

Think of one thing that will definitely not happen today?

Think of one thing that will definitely happen today? 



Mathletics    

97

Complete an activity on Mathletics 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
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Brain Break 

See how long you can skip for 
using a skipping rope. Record 

how long you skipped for.
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100

Has the 
singer really 

been 
everywhere?

Have you 
been to any 

of these 
places?

Why do you
think the song 
writer chose 
these towns
for the song?

This map shows the places 
mentioned in the song “I’ve 
Been Everywhere”. 

The song ‘I’ve Been
Everywhere’ was recorded 
a long time ago. Listen to 
the song and remember 
as many places as your 
can

https://www.inquisitive.com/vid

eo/852-i-ve-been-everywhere

Have a look now 
at the map and 
questions

How do places get their names? 

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/852-i-ve-been-everywhere
https://www.inquisitive.com/video/852-i-ve-been-everywhere


101

  
  

Many Australian 
place names 
come from
the languages 
of the 
Aboriginal 
Peoples.

A B

C D

Place Meaning Picture
Canberra meeting place (Ngunnawal)  
Parramatta eel waters (Darug)  
Oodnadatta Mulga blossom – a Mulga is a small tree which 

grows in the outback. (Arrernte)
 

Dandenong lofty mountains (Woiwurrung)  

 
Match these 

places to the 
meaning of
their name.



102

  
 
  

Some places 
are
named after 
famous 
people.

Bendigo (Victoria) – 
named after William 
Abednego, a famous 
boxer.

Elizabeth Town 
(Tasmania) – 

named after a queen 

Hervey Bay
(Queensland) – named 
after Augustus John
Hervey, a Royal Navy 
Officer.

Alice  Springs (Northern 
Territory) – named after 
Alice, the wife of Sir 
Charles Todd.

See if you can match the 
names to the portraits of 
the people.

Tell someone why you matched 
the ones you did.



103

Humpty Doo

No Tree Hill

Damboring
Wonglepon
g

Gooloogo
ng

Nowhere Else

Moolooloo

Stinky Bay

Come By Chance

Nevertire

Dunedoo

Mount Surprise

Tinkle Creek
 

Choose at least six place 
names from the map 
and make up your own 
song. This can be any 
type of song you want 
to make.

Video this and send it to 
your teacher.



104

White Cliffs Kangaroo Valley Broken Hill
   

Great Sandy 
Desert

Blue Lake Black 
Mountain

   

Sometimes places are named after the natural feature they are near. 
Draw what you think these places would look like in your workbook.
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You have all been working so hard.

We are so proud of you for the work you are doing every day.

Give yourself a big pat on the back.

See you next week

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY-SA-NC

http://www.michellesmirror.com/2020/09/anything-you-can-do-i-can-do-better.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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English



Success Criteria: 

● I can give an example of a different word that has the same meaning

● I can identify interesting words

● I can use interesting words to improve my writing

Learning Intention: To understand that a synonym means a word that has the 

same or similar meaning.   

Synonyms



Task a  
Vocabulary



Task a  
Vocabulary
Using the words below, can you think of some more words that have the same meaning 

(synonyms). Write these words into your workbook.



Information Report  

Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand the 

topic



Task b- Writing 
Information Report 
Do some research and find the following information about this animal?

What animal group does a Tasmanian Devil belong to?(Classification)

Where in Australia do Tasmanian Devils live? (Habitat)

Describe their home.

What do Tasmanian Devils eat? (Diet)

What do they look like? (Appearance)

Who are their predators? (Who hunts them)

An interesting fact.

Draw a picture of a Tasmanian Devil

Upload your work to Google Classroom

112

     

You can use the links below for your research:
Tasmanian Devil Facts for Kids
Fun facts about Tasmanian devils

https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlife-management/save-the-tasmanian-devil-program/tasmanian-devil-information-for-kids/tasmanian-devil-facts-for-kids
https://www.australia.com/en/things-to-do/wildlife/tasmanian-devil-facts.html


Task c
Reading Response 

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs

Read a book on PM Readers

113



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Grammar

b) Writing- Information Report video and activity

c) Reading Eggs

d) PM Reader

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection

Can I give an example of a synonym?

What is an interesting fact that I learned about Tasmanian Devils?
114



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

All about me 
Create and build a name out of materials that 
represent you!
Examples of how you can create your name:
Use lego or boxes if you love to build. Use a football, 
soccer ball, basketball, cricket bat if your favourite 
sport is one of those. Use crayons or paint if you love 
to be artistic. 
The possibilities are endless! Have fun with this 
project.

An example is on the next slide.



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

All about me 
Example 

You can upload a 
photo onto Google 
Classroom once your 
creation is complete  



NSW Department of Education

Chance

Student resources

Mathematics



Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

118

Thomas loves birds. He has a large bird aviary at his 
house. Thomas has 7 blue birds, 3 red birds, 2 white 
birds and 1 peacock. How many birds does Thomas 
have in his aviary?

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1bJBHoiSEFc5DMRQimG9IqVjUVGYNJ5ix/view


Warm Up: Problem solving 
Solve the following word problems

119

Jill and Lachlan collect trading cards. Jill has 
12 trading cards. Lachlan has 34 trading cards. 
How many more trading cards does Lachlan 
have than Jill?

http://drive.google.com/file/d/12fGcnXljR9xFicTCUvIvcs7OzsgsMuS2/view


Warm Up: Problem solving - Challenge  
Solve the following word problems

120

There were 41 birds in a tree. Some birds flew 
away. Now, there are 29 birds in the tree. How 
many birds flew away?

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nhgFuZmMZKdb1lNiEwfQ3ApLi3nJGYfS/view


Chance    

121

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  

  



Chance     

122

View the following video to find out more about chance. Click on the link 
below. 

  
https://video.link/w/rug5c 

https://video.link/w/rug5c


Chance     

123

Finding the possibility of an event.  

Watch the following video and follow along with the activities that are included 
in the clip.

https://video.link/w/8Xj5
c 

https://video.link/w/8Xj5c
https://video.link/w/8Xj5c


Chance     
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Read the following questions and decide what the likelihood of 
the event could be by choosing the correct word to describe the 
chance of each occurring.

Please upload your answers onto the Google Doc. 
  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose an orange triangle from the 
jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Unlikely 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a red circle from the jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     

127

Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a purple rectangle from the 
jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a circle from the jar?

Likely 

Impossible  

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a circle from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Certain 



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a green square from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Impossible  



Chance     

131

Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose an orange circle from the jar?

Likely 

Unlikely   

Impossible  



Chance     
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Read the following question and decide what the likelihood of the event could 
be by choosing the correct word to describe the chance.  

  What is the chance you will choose a green square from the jar?

Likely 

Certain   

Impossible  



Reflection      

133

Think of one thing that might happen today?

Think of one thing that will definitely not happen today?

Think of one thing that will definitely happen today? 



Mathletics    

134

Complete an activity on Mathletics 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
  



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

See how long you can skip for 
using a skipping rope. Record 

how long you skipped for.



NSW Department of Education

Student resources

Geography



137

Has the 
singer really 

been 
everywhere?

Have you 
been to any 

of these 
places?

Why do you
think the song 
writer chose 
these towns
for the song?

This map shows the places 
mentioned in the song “I’ve 
Been Everywhere”. 

The song ‘I’ve Been
Everywhere’ was recorded 
a long time ago. Listen to 
the song and remember 
as many places as your 
can

https://www.inquisitive.com/vid

eo/852-i-ve-been-everywhere

Have a look now 
at the map and 
questions

How do places get their names? 

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/852-i-ve-been-everywhere
https://www.inquisitive.com/video/852-i-ve-been-everywhere
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1mp-bkwht57ZDt8H0Ji8F3OoGPGcBTuje/view
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Many Australian 
place names 
come from
the languages 
of the 
Aboriginal 
Peoples.

A B

C D

Place Meaning Picture
Canberra meeting place (Ngunnawal)  
Parramatta eel waters (Darug)  
Oodnadatta Mulga blossom – a Mulga is a small tree which 

grows in the outback. (Arrernte)
 

Dandenong lofty mountains (Woiwurrung)  

 
Match these 

places to the 
meaning of
their name.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1LUHma2djssh3gIUphAaF6xZxdURqY3Kj/view
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Some places 
are
named after 
famous 
people.

Bendigo (Victoria) – 
named after William 
Abednego, a famous 
boxer.

Elizabeth Town 
(Tasmania) – 

named after a queen 

Hervey Bay
(Queensland) – named 
after Augustus John
Hervey, a Royal Navy 
Officer.

Alice  Springs (Northern 
Territory) – named after 
Alice, the wife of Sir 
Charles Todd.

See if you can match the 
names to the portraits of 
the people.

Tell someone why you matched 
the ones you did.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1YgNQx7hJS3o5AWLGq-SR8kUUDOJLgcfN/view
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Humpty Doo

No Tree Hill

Damboring
Wonglepon
g

Gooloogo
ng

Nowhere Else

Moolooloo

Stinky Bay

Come By Chance

Nevertire

Dunedoo

Mount Surprise

Tinkle Creek
 

Choose at least six place 
names from the map 
and make up your own 
song. This can be any 
type of song you want 
to make.

Video this and send it to 
your teacher.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/114SdLk_VrhSzF-JYCdZePN9zc6fvVeG4/view
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White Cliffs Kangaroo Valley Broken Hill
   

Great Sandy 
Desert

Blue Lake Black 
Mountain

   

Sometimes places are named after the natural feature they are near. 
Draw what you think these places would look like in your workbook.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1XaJXwpWjVRtUH05NwAHHvEi-nsR-OdP3/view
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You have all been working so hard.

We are so proud of you for the work you are doing every day.

Give yourself a big pat on the back.

See you next week

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY-SA-NC

http://www.michellesmirror.com/2020/09/anything-you-can-do-i-can-do-better.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6J7_UQx0CesYSEpKTRd6lR_X-tdekj1/view
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Success Criteria:

● I can give an example of a different word that has the same meaning

● I know that some words are more interesting than others

● I can use interesting words to improve my writing

Learning Intention: To understand that a synonym means a word that has the 

same or similar meaning.   

Synonyms



Task a  
Vocabulary

145

Watch the short clip about synonyms

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=fUOIvCn7tcw

Complete your work in your work book or on a google doc and upload to Google 
Classroom
Write two synonyms for each word
Good     ________________       ___________________
Old         ________________       ___________________
Hard      ________________       ____________________
Boring    _______________        ____________________
Quick      _______________       ____________________
Beautiful _______________       ____________________

Can you write some interesting sentences with the new words you found? 

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=fUOIvCn7tcw


Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand the 

topic.

Information Report



Task b- Writing 
Information Report

147

Watch the clips to find out information about the Bottlenose Dolphin 

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=VjMn_dVCJyA

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=45F2kH144zY

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=VjMn_dVCJyA
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=45F2kH144zY


Writing
After watching both clips about the Bottlenose Dolphin, fill out the information boxes below. 

Classification (animal group), Habitat (lives), Diet (eats), Appearance (looks like), Predators 

(what hunts them) and Interesting facts. Complete this table on a google document or in your 

work book.

Task b



Task c
 Independent Reading 

149

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs

Read to self or to an adult. Try reading aloud and using 
expression. 

Tell an adult-

Who were the characters in the book?

What happened?

What was the most interesting part?



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Grammar- clip and activity

b) Writing- clip and activity

c) Independent Reading

d) Reading Eggs

e) PM Readers

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection

What is something important that I found out about Bottlenose Dolphins?

150



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

Draw a minecraft cat. 
Use the link below.

https://video.link/w/vwg5c   

https://video.link/w/vwg5c


NSW Department of Education

Chance 

Mathematics



Warm Up: Problem Solving  
Solve the following word problems.  

153

Aunt Bertie has a pond in her garden. 
Yesterday, I found 34 frogs by the pond. Today, 
there are only 18 left. How many frogs hopped 
away?



Warm Up: Problem Solving  
Solve the following problem.  

154

Josephine is playing with some number cards.
She wants to make a sum which adds to the 
number 12. She only wants to use 3 cards.
List some possible ways that Josephine could 
do this.



Chance    

155

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  
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Chance - likelihood       
Look at the jars below and answer yes or no to the questions. Please upload 

your answers onto the Google doc. 
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Chance      
Look at the bag and answer the questions. Please upload your answers onto 

the Google doc. 

What is the colour counter you most 
likely to pull out of the bag? Why?

What is the colour counter you least 
likely to pull out of the bag? Why?

How would you describe pulling out an 
orange counter from the bag?
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Chance      
Look at the bag and answer the questions. Please upload your answers onto 

the Google doc. 

What is the colour counter you most 
likely to pull out of the bag? Why?

What is the colour counter you least 
likely to pull out of the bag? Why?

How would you describe pulling out a 
yellow counter from the bag?
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Reflection       

What is one new thing you learnt about chance?

What is something you still need help with?

Please upload your answers onto the Google Doc. 



Mathletics    

160

Complete an activity on Mathletics 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
  



NSW Department of Education

PE



162

Follow the link below to watch the episode and join in the skipping fun with 

Michelle and Teresa.

GetActive@HomeEpisode

Skipping

https://vimeo.com/416347791


Skipping challenges

163



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

See how long you can skip for 
using a skipping rope. Can 

you beat your time from 
yesterday?



NSW Department of Education

Kearns PS Online Learning
Creative and Practical Arts – Stage 1 



NSW Department of Education

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1uy4dplo_AMEEre7wJfa6oORUkDlEoDdz/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HVlkhrYdPoMX25Y0BPfsG36x3MG-e3uY/preview


Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand 

the topic.

Information Report



Task a 
Reading Response
Read the Information Report about ‘Australian Marsupials’ and answer the questions on the 

next slide.

171



Task a
Reading Response
Complete the sentences and the question on a google document or in your work book. Write 

your answers and draw picture of these animals.Upload to Google Classroom. 

172



How many words can you find in

        Marsupial 
For example, I can see Mars, lap, is.

Spelling
Task b



Task d
Independent Reading

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs and PM Readers

Read to self or to an adult. Try reading aloud and using 
expression. 

Tell an adult-

Who were the characters in the book?

What happened?

What was the most interesting part?

174



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Reading Response

b) Spelling

c) Reading Eggs

d) PM Readers

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection
Do I know how to find important information in a text?

175



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

Take a break and go outside 
and enjoy the sunshine  



NSW Department of Education

Chance

Student resources

Mathematics 



Warm Up: Number Talks - Target Numbers   
How many different ways can you make 100 using the numbers in light blue… 

178

Remember: You 
can turn the 
one-digit number 
into a two-digit 
number. For 
example 5 and 0 
can be 50 

Challenge: Can you 
come up with more than 
10 different ways to 
represent this number 
using the numbers listed?

Remember: You can use 
addition and subtraction 
operations and you can add 
or subtract as many 
numbers as you like. 
For example: 50 + 42 + 8 = 
100  



Chance   

179

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  



Chance Experiment - Heads or tails   

180

What you need:
● One coin 

Think about these questions:
● What are the possible outcomes of tossing a coin? 

● Which outcome do you think is more likely?
What to do:
1. Draw a table in your book, like below.

 
 

Heads Tails 

Total Total
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2. Toss a coin 20 times and record the results in the table using 
tally marks             .  

After completing the game, discuss the following questions based 
on your results
● Which outcome was tossed the most?
● Why do you think the other outcome didn’t occur as much? 
● Do you think you would get the same outcome if you played 

another round?

Challenge: If you are up for a challenge, play the game again and 
see whether your thinking was correct. 

Upload your work onto the Google Doc.



182

Reflection 

What did you learn about chance today?



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

See how long you can skip for 
using a skipping rope. Can 

you beat your time from 
yesterday?



NSW Department of Education

PDH - Safety 



We are learning to recognise safe decisions when online and accessing the 
internet.

We will learn what information should not be shared online.

Staying Safe Online

185



 

Staying Safe Online

186



 

Staying Safe Online

187



 

Staying Safe Online

188



Hector and his friends live under the sea in Silicon Deep. They are 

learning how to protect their personal information and use computers 

and mobile phones safely. Watch the video by clicking here and think 

about -

Hector’s World

189

https://video.link/w/pNg5c


The information Ranjeet was going to send was his full name, address 

and email.

Kui said not to share the information because the people that view his 

information may not be his true friends.

Hector’s suggestion was to just use his first name or a nickname.

Hector’s World

190



 

Staying Safe Online - look at this poster for some reminders.

191



What is personal information?

Safety Questions - Discuss with an adult

192



If a friend asks for my password what should I do?

Safety Questions - Discuss with an adult

193



If I’m playing a game online, and one of the players ask for my address, what 

should I do?

Safety Questions - Discuss with an adult

194

Do not tell them your address. Tell 
an adult you trust 
(parent/carer/teacher) what has 
happened



To stay safe online we need to remember NOT to 
share our personal information.

195



Test your knowledge of staying safe online by playing 
this Kahoot. You will need to know what information is 
personal (information that isn’t safe to share) and what 
information can be safely shared online. Please type in 
your first name and the first letter of last name. All 
students in Stage 1 will be versing each other in this 
challenge. The results will be published in your Google 
Classroom tomorrow morning.
Press here to play.

196

https://kahoot.it/challenge/09264117?challenge-id=25eba730-95ba-46d2-b37d-1483cb085571_1628511962918


Reflection: Discuss with an adult what you learnt today about staying safe online. 
What information will you not share with others on the internet?

Staying Safe Online

197
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Learning Intention- To be able to locate important 

information in a text or video.

Success Criteria

● I can find information that will help me understand the 

topic

Information Report



Task a
Reading Response

201



Your task is to find the life cycle of an animal or plant.

Draw what happens in each stage. Add colour to your diagram.

Extension- Write about what happens in each stage of the life cycle.

Upload your life cycle to Google Classroom

Let’s be creative!

Writing- Research
Task b



Task c 
Independent Reading

203

Complete an activity on Reading Eggs

Choice 1- Read to self or to an adult. Try reading aloud and 
using expression.

Choice 2- Listen to a story read by a teacher on the stream



Task c 
Book Report

204

Write a Book Review about the book you have read or the book you 
have listened to and answer the questions in your work book.

Name of book

Author

Illustrator

Characters in the book

What was the book about?

What was your favourite part of the book

Did you enjoy the book?



Check your work
Have you completed all the following activities?

a) Reading response

b) Writing - research

c) Independent reading and book report

d) Reading Eggs

e) PM Readers

Need help? Remember to ask your teacher!

Reflection

Can I describe what a life cycle is?

Can I give an example of a life cycle?
205
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Brain Break 

Take a break and have a 
picnic outside and enjoy the 

sunshine! 
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Warm Up: Number Talks - Target Number
Look at the number and discuss the following questions. 

208



Chance

209

Learning Intention: To recognise and describe the chance of everyday events 

Success Criteria: 
I will be successful by:
● using the words ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ and ‘certain’ and ‘uncertain’ to 

describe an event
● recognising that some events might or might not happen
● explaining why one result is more likely than another
● identifying the the possible outcomes of a chance experiment  

  



Chance Experiment - Dice Rolling   
What you need:

● Two dice (if you don’t have any dice at home, you can use this link 

https://nrich.maths.org/6717 to an interactive dice website. 

What to do: 

1. Draw a table like below in your book.

2. Roll the two dice

3. Add the two numbers together and use a tally mark to record your result 

in the table you have drawn. 

4. Continue to roll the dice another 19 times and record your results in your 

table. 

5. Answer the following questions on the next slide, based on your results.  
210

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

https://nrich.maths.org/6717


Chance Experiment - Dice Rolling continued    
Questions 

1. Which outcome was most likely to be rolled? Why?

2. Which outcome was the least likely to to be rolled? Why?

211



Reflection   

Using everything that you have learned this 

week about chance, can you explain what 

chance is in your own words? 

Upload your answer onto the Google Doc

212



Mathletics    

213

Complete an activity on Mathletics 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
  



NSW Department of Education

Brain Break 

See how long you can skip 
for using a skipping rope. 

Can you beat the teachers?  



NSW Department of Education

Student Resources

PDHPE



Fit Futures 
Watch the following video and join in with Fit Futures. 
Link is below

Dance Stage 1 - Week 4

216

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZFJgk7ZcneFOeHTDK_saWqwbUcvQ_-O8

